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ArchiStar signs distribution agreement with Juwai
17th April 2018
ArchiStar is pleased to announce a distribution agreement has been signed with Juwai. Juwai will
distribute ArchiStar products and services to its large user base of Chinese consumers globally.
The key ArchiStar products for the Chinese market include a world-first instant Feng Shui assessment
platform and a sunlight analysis platform.
“We’re excited to partner with the largest and most authoritative source for global property in
Chinese, with over 2.8 million property listings spanning 90 countries. This partnership allows
Chinese consumers and businesses to have unique insights into environmental and design factors
when they are making important property decisions” says Dr. Benjamin Coorey, Founder & CEO,
Archistar
ArchiStar and Juwai are now working together on market testing and systems integration.

About ArchiStar
ArchiStar is a fast growing proptech startup based in Sydney, Australia. The ArchiStar Property
platform enables Developers to instantly determine the development potential of any block of land.
ArchiStar uses architectural parametric technology and government controls to identify
development hotspots.

About Juwai
Juwai introduced the first global platform to engage Chinese buyers in 2011. Today, The site is the
largest and most authoritative source for global property in Chinese, with over 2.8 million property
listings spanning 90 countries, with over 18,000 current news stories, country buying guides,
education and emigration articles, along with the largest Chinese social media community focused
on international property.
Juwai is based in both Shanghai and Hong Kong, operating in countries and regions including
Southeast Asia, North Asia, North America, Australia, New Zealand, UAE, United Kingdom and
Europe.
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